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Comments Dear Sir Planning Application - 21/03759/F I am objecting the above planning application on
the following grounds. Adderbury is an old village of narrow lanes. The area near Tanners
Lane and The Leys is particularly narrow and already difficult for domestic vehicular access
for those of us who live here. The Leys is narrow and single track with no pavement and has
drives and access gates to cottages opening directly onto it. These lanes are used daily by
residents, walkers, families with children, dogs and horses and also the local wildlife. The
surveys of 2012 and 2017 have no bearing on what is happening now regarding traffic and
usage. The construction traffic, that building these 2 large five bedroomed houses would
bring to Tanners Lane and The Leys, will make it dangerous for all of us who use these lanes
daily and the resident wild life. The extra pollution, noise and vibration to our very old
cottages, some without foundations, will cause harm to us and our homes. Access to and on
Tanners Lane is difficult because of resident parking and The Leys has two sharp narrow
right hand bends with no room for vehicles to manoeuvre. The concrete road is also very
narrow. Ongoing. The extra cars, at least 2/3 per house, visitors, delivery, maintenance and
general vehicles that would service these 2 large five bed houses will carry on causing
pollution, noise and vibration and hence be a danger to those who use the narrow lanes and
us who live here. So many areas of green space in and around Adderbury village have been
lost to hundreds of houses which bring with them extra pollution and loss of wildlife. Please
leave this small green space to the variety of wildlife which live there.
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